
Drawing skills - A wide range of exercises to make drawing skills fun and easy to learn 

including : Mark Making. Drawing from our beautiful range of natural forms. Using view finders. 
and magnifying glasses. 
 

The use of Sketch Books - Build confidence with practice  experimentation and 

developing ideas hand to eye coordination aiding hand writing. 
 

Mosaic for Inside and Outside  - Equipment, experience for stunning results. 

 

Murals for Inside and Outside - Paint and Print to brighten up corridors and walls. 

 

Painting and Mixed Medium - Based on chosen subjects onto paper or canvase. 

  
 Working from Artist 
(Any request Artists for the stimulus if not listed) 

  
Andy Warhol - Explore screen printing techniques. 
 
 Monet -  Soft light effects, white and colour mixing.  
 
 Matisse - Great for achievable patterns for all.  
 
 Portraits - Looking, drawing and Self Portraits. 
 
 Andy Goldsworthy – Land Art on the school grounds. 
 
 Hundertwasser - paintings and 3D buildings to paint . 
 
 Paul Klee - Use reproductions to inspire water colours and       
drawing by taking a line for a walk. 
 
 Van Gogh  - Painting style using brush strokes , coloured 
clay or wool. 
 
 Kandinsky and Miro - Using pastels and paint for         

compositions based on abstract shapes. 
 
 Mondrian– Use ruler and link maths to Mondrian, drawing,    
painting and collage. 
 

Georgia O’Keefe- Use flowers to stimulate art work with 
pastels and water colour 
 
Picasso and Cubism - Drawing, collage and painting 
based on the visual revolution influenced by Africa. 

 

                 Art and Geography  

Our World - Patterns From Around The World. Stimulate 

drawing, printing, painting and collage from a range of pat-

terns and symbols from your chosen county. 

Location, Location, Location - Drawing and collages based 

on buildings, habitats and land scape. 

Africa - Textiles and relief printing- draw, print and 

decorate textiles based on African designs.  

                   
                    Art and Maths   
Most Art projects involve some practical applied maths 
using: Calculations, quantities, ratio, percentages, 
dimensions, angles, repeating patterns, shapes, 
tessellation,  templates, symmetry, odd, even and 
scale . 
              Working with Ceramics  

A firing service is available for special ceramic projects 

Bisque Firing including slip colour work and glazes. 

Containers - Design with function and slip paint. 
 

Clay Tiles - Use a range of themes to decorate tiles. 
 

Models -  Hands on with clay. A valuable tactile experience. 

Carving -  Use semi  dried blocks of clay for carving . 

We bring equipment and resources to you… 

Bespoke Learning Programmes available 
 
A unique Service for Schools and Community Groups 
helping you maintain the power of creative learning … 

Block Printing – We provide a class set of  

rollers, trays and acetate for press, mono and block 
prints. 
 
Charleston Farm House 
Indian wood blocks  
The Large Family 
Fruits 
African 
Matisse 
Under the Sea 
Egyptian Hieroglyphs 
Leaves and Flowers 
Printing letters of the alphabet  

Screen Printing - We supply frames 

for the whole class to print turning your class-
room into a practical printing studio. Each 
pupil making paper stencils  


